NYACP 2024: An Excellent Way to Spend a Saturday
Join us on October 26th in Tarrytown, NY!

“Overall excellent way to spend a Saturday”, is what a physician member said about the NYACP Annual Scientific Meeting. We wholeheartedly agree, but don't just take our word for it. Here are three reasons why physicians are choosing the NYACP Annual Scientific Meeting in October:

1. "Great review of topics I needed to address in my practice!"
Shorter sessions mean more clinical pearls, and small group discussions provide opportunities to ask questions about AI.

2. "Very pleasant and accommodating atmosphere. Great for learning!"
With a more intimate atmosphere than national conferences, there are ample opportunities to ask questions and connect with local experts.

3. "Excellent poster session with cases...by students and residents with high educational value."
We encourage you to explore the poster competition as a means of supporting and learning from the students, residents, and fellows, and if you want a chance to present your work(or encourage others to do so), remember that the deadline to submit an abstract is July 19th!